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Die Reise unserer Gene May 30 2022 Migration und Wanderungsbewegungen sind keine Phänomene der Neuzeit: Seit der Mensch den
aufrechten Gang beherrschte, trieb es ihn aus seiner Heimat Afrika in die ganze Welt, auch nach Europa. Bis vor Kurzem lag diese
Urgeschichte noch im Dunkeln, doch mit den neuen Methoden der Genetik hat sich das grundlegend geändert. Johannes Krause, einer
der führenden Experten auf dem Gebiet, erzählt gemeinsam mit Thomas Trappe, was uns die Gene über unsere Herkunft verraten:
Gibt es "Urvölker"? Wann verloren die frühen Europäer ihre dunkle Haut? Welche Rolle spielte die Balkanroute in den vergangenen
40 000 Jahren? Eine große Erzählung, die zeigt: Ohne die Einwanderer, die über Jahrtausende aus allen Richtungen nach Europa
kamen und immer wieder Innovationen mitbrachten, wäre unser Kontinent gar nicht denkbar. "Johannes Krause und Thomas Trappe
geben einen spannenden Überblick über das, was uns die Revolution der Archäogenetik über die europäische Bevölkerungsgeschichte
lehrt. Ihr Buch fängt die Begeisterung ein, die diese junge Wissenschaft auslöst." Wall Street Journal
The Company Jul 20 2021 Chosen by BusinessWeek as One of the Top Ten Business Books of the Year With apologies to Hegel, Marx,
and Lenin, the basic unit of modern society is neither the state, nor the commune, nor the party; it is the company. From this bold
premise, John Micklethwait and Adrian Wooldridge chart the rise of one of history’s great catalysts for good and evil. In a “fast-paced
and well-written” work (Forbes), the authors reveal how innovations such as limitations on liability have permitted companies to rival
religions and even states in importance, governing the flow of wealth and controlling human affairs–all while being largely exempt
from the rules that govern our lives. The Company is that rare, remarkable book that fills a major gap we scarcely knew existed. With it,
we are better able to make sense of the past four centuries, as well as the events of today.
A Short History of India and Pakistan Dec 13 2020
A Short History of Biology Aug 28 2019
A Short History of the Middle East Aug 21 2021 Situated at the crossroads of three continents, the Middle East has confounded the
ambition of conquerors and peacemakers alike. Christianity, Judaism and Islam all had their genesis in the region but with them came
not just civilization and religion but also some of the great struggles of history. This book makes sense of the shifting sands of Middle
Eastern history, beginning with the early cultures of the area and moving on to the Roman and Persian Empires; the growth of
Christianity; the rise of Islam; the invasions from the east; Genghis Khan's Mongol hordes; the Ottoman Turks and the rise of
radicalism in the modern world symbolized by Islamic State.
A Short History of the World Nov 04 2022 Chronologically discusses the events of history beginning with the evolution of man and
ending with the restructuring of Western Europe in 1993.
Democracy and Truth Aug 09 2020 "Fake news," wild conspiracy theories, misleading claims, doctored photos, lies peddled as facts,
facts dismissed as lies—citizens of democracies increasingly inhabit a public sphere teeming with competing claims and counterclaims,
with no institution or person possessing the authority to settle basic disputes in a definitive way. The problem may be novel in some of
its details—including the role of today's political leaders, along with broadcast and digital media, in intensifying the epistemic
anarchy—but the challenge of determining truth in a democratic world has a backstory. In this lively and illuminating book, historian
Sophia Rosenfeld explores a longstanding and largely unspoken tension at the heart of democracy between the supposed wisdom of the
crowd and the need for information to be vetted and evaluated by a learned elite made up of trusted experts. What we are witnessing
now is the unraveling of the détente between these competing aspects of democratic culture. In four bracing chapters, Rosenfeld
substantiates her claim by tracing the history of the vexed relationship between democracy and truth. She begins with an examination
of the period prior to the eighteenth-century Age of Revolutions, where she uncovers the political and epistemological foundations of
our democratic world. Subsequent chapters move from the Enlightenment to the rise of both populist and technocratic notions of
democracy between the nineteenth and twentieth centuries to the troubling trends—including the collapse of social trust—that have led to
the rise of our "post-truth" public life. Rosenfeld concludes by offering suggestions for how to defend the idea of truth against the

forces that would undermine it.
A Short History of the Middle Ages Apr 28 2022 Inleiding in de geschiedenis van de Middeleeuwen.
Italy Sep 02 2022 Presents a clear, concise account of Italian history from the Ice Age to the present.
A Short History of Russia Jun 18 2021 A Library Journal 2020 Title to Watch "Terrific - and an amazing achievement to cover so
much ground in such a short and wonderfully readable book." -Peter Frankopan, bestselling author of The Silk Roads Russia’s epic
story told in an accessible, lively and short form, using the country's fascinating history to help us understand its actions today and
what the future might hold A country with no natural borders, no single ethnic group, no true central identity, Russia has mythologized
its past to unite its people, to justify its military decisions, and to signal strength to outsiders. Mark Galeotti takes us behind the myths to
the heart of the Russian story, covering key moments such as: the formation of a nation through its early legends, including Ivan the
Terrible and Catherine the Great the rise and fall of the Romanovs, the Russian Revolution, the Cold War, Chernobyl and the Soviet
Union the arrival of an obscure politician named Vladimir Putin and his ambitions for Russia A Short History of Russia explores the
history of this fascinating, extraordinary, desperate and exasperating country through two intertwined issues: the way successive
influences from beyond its borders have shaped Russia, and the way Russians came to terms with this influence, writing and rewriting
their past to understand their present and try to shape their future. In turn, this self-invented history has come to affect not just their
constant nation-building project but also their relations with the world.
A Short History of Romania Apr 04 2020
A Short History of the World May 06 2020 This is the story of the world's people during the last four million years. It begins before the
human race moved out of Africa to explore and settle the other continents, several of which were later marooned by the great rising of
the seas. It is the story of the inhabited world being pulled apart, and of it coming together again in recent centuries.
A Short History of Nearly Everything Oct 03 2022 One of the world's most beloved and bestselling writers takes his ultimate journey -into the most intriguing and intractable questions that science seeks to answer. In A Walk in the Woods, Bill Bryson trekked the
Appalachian Trail -- well, most of it. In In A Sunburned Country, he confronted some of the most lethal wildlife Australia has to offer.
Now, in his biggest book, he confronts his greatest challenge: to understand -- and, if possible, answer -- the oldest, biggest questions we
have posed about the universe and ourselves. Taking as territory everything from the Big Bang to the rise of civilization, Bryson seeks to
understand how we got from there being nothing at all to there being us. To that end, he has attached himself to a host of the world's
most advanced (and often obsessed) archaeologists, anthropologists, and mathematicians, travelling to their offices, laboratories, and
field camps. He has read (or tried to read) their books, pestered them with questions, apprenticed himself to their powerful minds. A
Short History of Nearly Everything is the record of this quest, and it is a sometimes profound, sometimes funny, and always supremely
clear and entertaining adventure in the realms of human knowledge, as only Bill Bryson can render it. Science has never been more
involving or entertaining. From the Hardcover edition.
A Short History of Reconstruction [Updated Edition] Oct 30 2019 From the “preeminent historian of Reconstruction” (New York
Times Book Review), an updated abridged edition of Reconstruction, the prize-winning classic work on the post-Civil War period which
shaped modern America. Reconstruction chronicles the way in which Americans—black and white—responded to the unprecedented
changes unleashed by the war and the end of slavery. It addresses the quest of emancipated slaves’ searching for economic autonomy
and equal citizenship, and describes the remodeling of Southern society; the evolution of racial attitudes and patterns of race relations;
and the emergence of a national state possessing vastly expanded authority and one committed, for a time, to the principle of equal
rights for all Americans. This “masterful treatment of one of the most complex periods of American history” (New Republic) remains
the standard work on the wrenching post-Civil War period—an era whose legacy still reverberates in the United States today.
The Little History of Suffolk Sep 29 2019 The only concise yet comprehensive history of Suffolk, stretching from pre-history to the
present day
A Short History of South India Jul 28 2019 This Book Covers A Vast Canvas From The 4Th Century A.D. Which Coincided With The
Rise Of The Sathvahans, South Of The Vindhyas And Stretching Up To The 16Th Century A.D. Which Witnessed The Decline Of The
Vijayanagara Kingdom. The Objective Of This Book Is Mainly To Focus Attention On Certain Hitherto Neglected Areas Of The South
Indian History And Exploring The Myth That The Presence Of The Vindhyas, Supposedly Caused A North-South Divide. The North
Remained Mostly Isolated From The Culturally Rich Southern Peninsula.
A Short History of Iraq Sep 21 2021 This accessible guide has been fully updated to take into account the Iraq War and subsequent
developments, whilst retaining its character as a non-partisan and approachable text for students and interested readers alike. The
twentieth century witnessed the transformation of the area known currently as Iraq from a backward region of the Ottoman Empire, to
one of the most important and dynamic states in the Middle East. The rise of modern Iraq has its roots in the second half of the
nineteenth century when Ottoman reforms led to gradual state modernization and increasing integration in the World Economy. British
control after World War I was one of the determining factors in the establishment of the current borders of the country and the nature
of its subsequent national identity. The other important factor was the highly heterogeneous nature of Iraqi society being divided along
tribal, ethnic, religious, and sectarian lines. This book focuses on the interaction between the old and the new, or between continuity
and change, as it is manifested in the nature of social development, nation-building, the state and the political opposition. An entirely
new chapter focusing on the recent conflict has been added, and will contain sections on: The new chapter will have the following
sections: The Question of American Intervention Invasion and the Fall of Saddam Looting & the Collapse of the Central State The
Provisional Authority's Reforms The Nature of the Resistance Iraq's New Political Reality Elections and the Rise of Sectarian Parties
Social-Economic Transformations The Challenge of the Future.
A Short History of Modern Ireland Oct 11 2020 This new short history ofIreland since the 1790s is concise, comprehensive and
original in approach.
A Short History of England Mar 28 2022 The heroes and villains, triumphs and disasters of English history are instantly familiar—from

the Norman Conquest to Henry VIII, Queen Victoria to the two world wars. But to understand their full significance we need to know
the whole story. A Short History of England sheds new light on all the key individuals and events in English history by bringing them
together in an enlightening account of the country's birth, rise to global prominence, and then partial eclipse. It is the definitive
narrative of how today's England came to be. With 16 Pages of Glorious, Full-Color Illustrations
A Short History of Educational Ideas Jun 26 2019
Short History of the Shadow Jul 08 2020 Looks at the depiction and meaning of shadows in the history of Western art
World War I Aug 01 2022 A lively, engaging history of The Great War written for a new generation of readers In recent years,
scholarship on World War I has turned from a fairly narrow focus on military tactics, weaponry, and diplomacy to incorporate
considerations of empire, globalism, and social and cultural history. This concise history of the first modern, global war helps to further
broaden the focus typically provided in World War I surveys by challenging popular myths and stereotypes to provide a new, engaging
account of The Great War. The conventional World War I narrative that has evolved over the past century is that of an inevitable but
useless war, where men were needlessly slaughtered due to poor decisions by hidebound officers. This characterization developed out of
a narrow focus on the Western Front promulgated mainly by British historians. In this book, Professor Proctor provides a broader,
more multifaceted historical narrative including perspectives from other fronts and spheres of interest and a wider range of
participants. She also draws on recent scholarship to consider the gendered aspect of war and the ways in which social class, religion,
and cultural factors shaped experiences and memories of the war. Structured chronologically to help convey a sense of how the conflict
evolved Each chapter considers a key interpretive question, encouraging readers to examine the extent to which the war was total,
modern, and global Challenges outdated stereotypes created through a focus on the Western Front Considers the war in light of recent
scholarship on empire, global history, gender, and culture Explores ways in which the war and the terms of peace shaped the course of
the 20th century World War I: A Short History is sure to become required reading in undergraduate survey courses on WWI, as well as
courses in military history, the 20th century world, or the era of the World Wars.
A Short History of English Literature Feb 12 2021
A Short History of the Twentieth Century Jun 30 2022 The great themes woven through John Lukacs's spirited, concise history of the
twentieth century are inseparable from the author's own intellectual preoccupations: the fading of liberalism, the rise of populism and
nationalism, the achievements and dangers of technology, the continuing democratization of the globe, and the limitations of
knowledge.
Rules May 18 2021 A panoramic history of rules in the Western world Rules order almost every aspect of our lives. They set our work
hours, dictate how we drive and set the table, tell us whether to offer an extended hand or cheek in greeting, and organize the rites of
life, from birth through death. We may chafe under the rules we have, and yearn for ones we don’t, yet no culture could do without
them. In Rules, historian Lorraine Daston traces their development in the Western tradition and shows how rules have evolved from
ancient to modern times. Drawing on a rich trove of examples, including legal treatises, cookbooks, military manuals, traffic
regulations, and game handbooks, Daston demonstrates that while the content of rules is dazzlingly diverse, the forms that they take are
surprisingly few and long-lived. Daston uncovers three enduring kinds of rules: the algorithms that calculate and measure, the laws
that govern, and the models that teach. She vividly illustrates how rules can change—how supple rules stiffen, or vice versa, and how
once bothersome regulations become everyday norms. Rules have been devised for almost every imaginable activity and range from
meticulous regulations to the laws of nature. Daston probes beneath this variety to investigate when rules work and when they don’t,
and why some philosophical problems about rules are as ancient as philosophy itself while others are as modern as calculating
machines. Rules offers a wide-angle view on the history of the constraints that guide us—whether we know it or not.
A Short History of Las Vegas Apr 16 2021 Today’s Las Vegas welcomes 35 million visitors a year and reigns as the world’s premier
gaming mecca. But it is much more than a gambling paradise. In A Short History of Las Vegas, Barbara and Myrick Land reveal a
fascinating history beyond the mobsters, casinos, and showgirls. The authors present a complete story, beginning with southern
Nevada’s indigenous peoples and the earliest explorers to the first pioneers to settle in the area; from the importance of the railroad
and the construction of Hoover Dam to the arrival of the Mob after World War II; from the first isolated resorts to appear in the dusty
desert to the upscale, extravagant theme resorts of today. Las Vegas—and its history—is full of surprises. The second edition of this lively
history includes details of the latest developments and describes the growing anticipation surrounding the Las Vegas centennial
celebration in 2005. New chapters focus on the recent implosions of famous old structures and the construction of glamorous new
developments, headline-making mergers and multibillion-dollar deals involving famous Strip properties, and a concluding look at what
life is like for the nearly two million residents who call Las Vegas home.
Capitalism Dec 25 2021 What Does Capitalism Mean? The Emergence of a Controversial Concept -- Three Classics : Marx, Weber,
and Schumpeter -- Other Voices and a Working Definition -- Merchant Capitalism. China and Arabia -- Europe : Dynamic Latecomer
-- Interim Findings around 1500 -- Expansion. Business and Violence : Colonialism and World Trade -- Joint-Stock Company and
Finance Capitalism -- Plantation Economy and Slavery -- Agrarian Capitalism, Mining, and Proto-Industrialization -- Capitalism,
Culture, and Enlightenment : Adam Smith in Context -- The Capitalist Era. The Contours of Industrialization and Globalization since
1800 -- From Ownership to Managerial Capitalism -- Financialization -- Work in Capitalism -- Market and State -- Analysis and
Critique.
A Short History of the German Language Sep 09 2020
Eine kurze Geschichte der Trunkenheit Feb 01 2020 Kenntnisreich und berauschend witzig beschreibt Mark Forsyth in seiner
feuchtfröhlichen Kulturgeschichte des Betrunkenseins, warum wir evolutionär danach streben, dem Alkohol zuzusprechen. Seriös und
voller Enthusiasmus berichtet er von alten Ägyptern mit Schlagseite, Weintrinkern im antiken Griechenland und sternhagelvollen
Wikingern, die wie uns ihre Liebe zum Alkohol einte. Was mit angeschickerten Einzellern in der Ursuppe begann, setzte sich historisch
in der immerwährenden menschlichen Tendenz fest, lieber häufiger als seltener zu tief ins Glas zu schauen. Zu jeder Zeit, an jedem Ort

der Welt hat eine jede Kultur sich dem alkoholischen Rausch ergeben oder ihn – zweifelsohne erfolglos – bekämpft. Trunkenheit war
und ist eine Anhäufung von Widersprüchen, die mal Streit, mal Frieden stiftet. Für die Perser eine Voraussetzung zur politischen
Debatte, war sie für die alten Griechen ein Mittel zur Selbstdisziplinierung und im antiken Ägypten Bedingung für spirituelle Ekstase
und Erleuchtung. Sich einen zu genehmigen kann religiöse oder sexuelle Gründe haben, es kann Könige stürzen und Bauern erheben.
Höchst informativ und amüsant beschreibt Mark Forsyth, womit sich die Menschen zuschütteten, wer einen über den Durst trank und
warum – aus den zahllosen möglichen Gründen – die Menschheit bis heute nicht vom Alkohol loskommt. Dies ist, im besten Sinne, die
Geschichte der angesäuselten Welt.
A Short History of the English Novel Jun 06 2020
A Short History of Political Philosophy Dec 01 2019
Egypt Feb 24 2022 The land and people -- Egypt during the Old Kingdom -- The Middle and New Kingdoms -- Nubians, Greeks, and
Romans, circa 1200 BCE-632 CE -- Christian Egypt -- Egypt within Islamic empires, 639-969 -- Fatimids, Ayyubids, and Mamluks,
969-1517 -- Ottoman Egypt, 1517-1798 -- Napoleon Bonaparte, Muhammad Ali, and Ismail : Egypt in the nineteenth century -- The
British period, 1882-1952 -- Egypt for the Egyptians, 1952-1981 : Nasser and Sadat -- Mubarak's Egypt -- Conclusion: Egypt through
the millennia
Extra Life Jan 14 2021 “Offers a useful reminder of the role of modern science in fundamentally transforming all of our lives.”
—President Barack Obama (on Twitter) “An important book.” —Steven Pinker, The New York Times Book Review The surprising and
important story of how humans gained what amounts to an extra life, from the bestselling author of How We Got to Now and Where
Good Ideas Come From In 1920, at the end of the last major pandemic, global life expectancy was just over forty years. Today, in many
parts of the world, human beings can expect to live more than eighty years. As a species we have doubled our life expectancy in just one
century. There are few measures of human progress more astonishing than this increased longevity. Extra Life is Steven Johnson’s
attempt to understand where that progress came from, telling the epic story of one of humanity’s greatest achievements. How many of
those extra years came from vaccines, or the decrease in famines, or seatbelts? What are the forces that now keep us alive longer?
Behind each breakthrough lies an inspiring story of cooperative innovation, of brilliant thinkers bolstered by strong systems of public
support and collaborative networks, and of dedicated activists fighting for meaningful reform. But for all its focus on positive change,
this book is also a reminder that meaningful gaps in life expectancy still exist, and that new threats loom on the horizon, as the
COVID-19 pandemic has made clear. How do we avoid decreases in life expectancy as our public health systems face unprecedented
challenges? What current technologies or interventions that could reduce the impact of future crises are we somehow ignoring? A study
in how meaningful change happens in society, Extra Life celebrates the enduring power of common goals and public resources, and the
heroes of public health and medicine too often ignored in popular accounts of our history. This is the sweeping story of a revolution
with immense public and personal consequences: the doubling of the human life span.
A Short History of (Nearly) Everything Paranormal Oct 23 2021 This is the most entertaining and broad survey of the paranormal ever
made, combining forgotten lore, evidence from parapsychological experiments and the testament of scientists, archaeologists,
anthropologists, psychologists, physicists and philosophers, and also quite a few celebrities. Exploring the possibility that paranormal
phenomena may be - and that some most likely are - objectively real, this travelogue through the twilight zone of human consciousness
is both scientifically rigorous and extremely entertaining.
A Short History of the Confederate States of America Mar 04 2020
A Short History of Glass Mar 16 2021 Includes a pictorial survey of more than 100 color images illustrative of the wide variety of
objects and styles of glassmaking as an art.
A Short History of the Roman Mass Nov 11 2020 A short, authoritative, enthralling history of the Roman Mass from the Last Supper to
the \"Tridentine Mass\" as said today. Covers Low Mass, Sacramentaries, other Western Rites, etc. Highlights the reforms of Popes St.
Gregory the Great (590-604) and St. Pius V (1566-1572). Says neither \"reform\" produced a \"new\" liturgy.
Short history of Venice (A) Jan 26 2022
A Short History of Myth Jan 02 2020 The author of The History of God and In the Beginning: A New Reading of Genesis offers a
useful, well-written introduction to mythology from the Paleolithic period to the "Great Western Transformation" that used science to
discredit myth. Reprint.
At Home Nov 23 2021 In At Home, Bill Bryson applies the same irrepressible curiosity, irresistible wit, stylish prose and masterful
storytelling that made A Short History of Nearly Everything one of the most lauded books of the last decade, and delivers one of the
most entertaining and illuminating books ever written about the history of the way we live. Bill Bryson was struck one day by the
thought that we devote a lot more time to studying the battles and wars of history than to considering what history really consists of:
centuries of people quietly going about their daily business - eating, sleeping and merely endeavouring to get more comfortable. And
that most of the key discoveries for humankind can be found in the very fabric of the houses in which we live.This inspired him to start
a journey around his own house, an old rectory in Norfolk, wandering from room to room considering how the ordinary things in life
came to be. Along the way he did a prodigious amount of research on the history of anything and everything, from architecture to
electricity, from food preservation to epidemics, from the spice trade to the Eiffel Tower, from crinolines to toilets; and on the brilliant,
creative and often eccentric minds behind them. And he discovered that, although there may seem to be nothing as unremarkable as our
domestic lives, there is a huge amount of history, interest and excitement - and even a little danger - lurking in the corners of every
home.
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